The notion of mixed-brightness integrals was introduced by Li and Zhu. In this paper, motivated by the notion of general L p -projection bodies, introduced by Haberl and Schuster, we define general L p -mixed-brightness integrals and determine their extremal values, as well as several other inequalities for them.
Introduction
Let K n denote the set of convex bodies (compact, convex subsets with nonempty interiors)
in Euclidean space R n . For the set of convex bodies containing the origin in their interiors and the set of origin-symmetric convex bodies in R n , we write K n o and K n os , respectively. Let S n o denote the set of star bodies (about the origin) in R n and let S n- denote the unit sphere in R n . By V (K) we denote the n-dimensional volume of a body K and for the standard unit ball B in R n , we write ω n for its volume.
If K ∈ K n , then its support function, h K = h(K, ·) : R n → (-∞, ∞), is defined by [, ] h(K, x) = max{x · y : y ∈ K}, x ∈ R n , where x · y denotes the standard inner product of x and y. Projection bodies of convex bodies were introduced at the turn of the previous century by Minkowski [] . For K ∈ K n , the projection body, K , of K is the origin-symmetric convex body, defined by
for all u ∈ S n- . Here S(K, ·) denotes the surface area measure of K .
Using the classical notion of projection bodies, Li and Zhu [] recently introduced the mixed-brightness integral: For K  , . . . , K n ∈ K n , the mixed-brightness integral, D(K  , . . . ,
Further, Li and Zhu [] established the following Fenchel-Aleksandrov type inequality for mixed-brightness integrals. 
As part of the tremendous progress in the theory of Minkowski valuations (see
The normalization is again chosen such that In this article, using the notion of general L p -projection bodies, we define general L pmixed-brightness integrals as follows:
for all u ∈ S n- , which together with (.) yields
where
Obviously, by (.), (.), (.), and (.), we have
In this paper, we establish several inequalities for general L p -mixed-brightness integrals. First, we determine the extremal values of general L p -mixed-brightness integrals.
(.)
If K is not origin-symmetric and p is not an odd integer, there is equality in the left inequality if and only if τ =  and equality in the right inequality if and only if τ = ±.
Next, we obtain a Brunn-Minkowski type inequality for general L p -mixed-brightness integrals.
, and i ∈ R, and such that i = n, then for i < n -p,
In each case, equality holds if and only if K and L have similar general L p -brightness. For i = n -p, equality always holds in (.) or (.).
Here
Next, we extend inequality (.) to general L p -mixed-brightness integrals.
with equality if and only if K n-m+ , K n-m+ , . . . , K n are all of similar general L p -brightness.
Taking m = n in Theorem . and using (.), we obtain the following corollary.
with equality if and only if K  , K  , . . . , K n are all of similar general L p -brightness.
Moreover, we also establish the following cyclic inequality for general L p -mixedbrightness integrals.
with equality if and only if K and L have similar general L p -brightness.
Taking i = , k = n in Theorem . and using (.), we obtain the following result. Let L = B in Theorem ., we also have the following result.
with equality if and only if K and L have similar general L p -brightness, i.e., K has constant general L p -brightness.

Notation and background material
Radial function and polars of convex bodies
If K is a compact star-shaped set (about the origin) in R n , then its radial function,
If ρ K is positive and continuous, K will be called a star body (with respect to the origin). Two star bodies K and L are said to be dilates (of one another) if
If E is a nonempty set in R n , then the polar set of E, E * , is defined by (see [] )
From this, we see that (see
Lutwak in [] defined dual quermassintegrals as follows. For K ∈ S n o and any real i, the dual quermassintegral, W i (K), of K is defined by
Obviously, (.) implies that
L p -combinations of convex and star bodies
where the symbol · in λ · K denotes the Firey scalar multiplication. Note that
From (.), (.), and (.), we easily find that if K, L ∈ K n o , p ≥ , and λ, μ ≥  (not both zero), then
In [] Wang and Leng established the following Brunn-Minkowski type inequality for dual quermassintegrals with respect to an L p -harmonic radial combination of star bodies.
Theorem .A If K, L ∈ S
n o , p ≥ , i ∈ R and such that i = n, and λ, μ ≥  (not both zero), then for i < n or n < i < n + p,
In each inequality, equality holds if and only if K and L are dilates. For i = n + p, equality always holds in (.) and (.).
The L p -Blaschke combination of origin-symmetric convex bodies was introduced by
where 
General L p -projection bodies
For p ≥ , Ludwig [] discovered the asymmetric L p -projection body, + p K , of K ∈ K n o , whose support function is defined by h p + p K (u) = α n,p S n- (u · v) p + dS p (K, v),
Proofs of the main theorems
In this section, we will prove Theorems .-..
To complete the proofs of Theorems .-., we require the following a lemma. 
